Multi-standard channelization for base stations is a big application of Generalised Discrete Fourier Transform Modulated Filter Banks (GDFT-FB) in digital communications. For technologies such as Software-Defined Radio (SDR) and Cognitive Radio (CR), non-uniform channelizers must be used if frequency bands are shared by different standards. However, GDFT-FB based non-uniform channelizers can suffer from high filter orders when applied to wideband input signals. In this paper various combinations of GDFT-FB with the Frequency Response Masking (FRM) technique are proposed and evaluated for both uniform and non-uniform channelization applications. Results show that the proposed techniques achieve savings in both the number of filter coefficients and the number of operations per input sample. KEYWORDS Frequency response masking; generalised discrete Fourier transform modulated filter banks; uniform channelization; non-uniform channelization; dynamic spectrum allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modulated filter banks have gained importance in digital communications because of their application to multi-carrier modulation techniques and channelizers for base stations [1, 2] . In the latter application, channelization implies the extraction of independent channels contained in the received uplink signal by bandpass filtering and down-converting them prior to subsequent baseband processing of each channel independently. Modulated filter banks eliminate the need for an independent low-pass or band-pass filter to isolate each information channel, replacing them with a single low-pass prototype filter and an efficient modulation operation that can filter multiple channels at once. As a result, the computational load of the channelization is shared among multiple channels, and does not increase linearly with the number of channels.
Recent trends in wireless communications such as Software-Defined Radio (SDR) [3] and Cognitive Radio (CR) [4] make use of Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) techniques to make more efficient use of the radio communications spectrum [5, 6] . With DSA the same frequency band may be shared by different wireless standards with different channel properties. Some of the advantages of DSA are an efficient utilisation of some frequency bands, better electromagnetic propagation properties, and the provision of new capabilities to existing standards. Nevertheless, the differing characteristics of channels sharing the frequency band requires that the DSA compliant base station employs nonuniform channelization to separate the independent information channels [7] .
Non-uniform channelization techniques have been proposed based on Discrete Fourier
Transform Modulated Filter Banks (DFT-FB) [8] [9] [10] [11] and other techniques including Farrow Per-Channel Channelizers (FPCC) [12] and Frequency Response Masking based Filter Banks (FRM-FB) [13, 14] . Of these, only the DFT-FBs can take advantage of modulated filter bank properties in order to minimize the computational load in a base station channelizer processing a large number of channels in the uplink signal. In addition, FRM-FBs suffer from large group delays due to the interpolation factors applied to the filters.
Unfortunately, DFT-FB based uniform and non-uniform channelizers encounter problems related to the prototype filter order required, particularly when narrowband channels must be channelized [8] . Some solutions have been proposed to reduce the prototype filter order in complex modulated filter banks. For example, a multi-stage filtering design may be used The complementary branch is formed by the complementary filter, H c (z), cascaded with the complementary masking filter, H Mc (z).
The transfer function of the structure is given by ( 
An alternative FRM structure, that exploits the complementary relationship between H a (z) and H c (z), requires only three filters as shown in Figure 1b , where N a represents the order of H a (z). For certain applications where a very narrow filter passband is required, only the positive branch is used. This case is generally known as narrowband FRM, as opposed to the more general case or full FRM [19] . In the narrowband case (1) is reduced to
Finally, if the condition is imposed that both the base and complementary filter have the same passband and transition band widths, then the base filter must be designed with its transition band centred at π/2 rad, that is, as a half-band filter [20] . The use of half-band filters provides additional advantages since roughly half of their coefficients are equal to zero, making them computationally efficient, and their frequency response is naturally magnitude complementary without requiring any coefficient optimisation process.
Consequently, the relationship between base and complementary filters can be expressed as
which means that both filters share the same polyphase components:
Based on (4) and (5) , the FRM implementation in Figure 1c is obtained where the complementary filter is implemented as a mirror image sum and difference [21] .
Based on the desired passband (ω p ) and stopband (ω s ) cut-off frequencies of the FRM filter response Table 1 Channelizer designs using FRM have been previously proposed for SDR applications, notably the FRM based filter bank (FRM-FB) and the coefficient decimation filter bank (CDFB) [13] . In the FRM-FB, the base and complementary filters are designed so that their images after interpolation meet the required channel passband and transition band specifications. The masking filters, comprising a real lowpass filter, a real highpass filter, and L-2 complex bandpass filters, are then designed to extract individual channels. Unlike uniform modulated filter banks such as the GDFT-FB, the base and masking filters in the FRM-FB both work at the high input sample rate of the wideband multi-channel signal.
Although the design of the masking filters is simplified and the number of coefficients reduced by the use of FRM, the high sample rate of the input signal can often result in more operations per second than a GDFT-FB design.
A. Hybrid combination of FRM and GDFT-FBs
We propose an improvement to the FRM-FB by replacing the set of individual masking filters with two GDFT-FBs as shown in Figure 2a . The GDFT-FBs, whose general structure is shown in Figure 2b , replace the set of masking filters in the positive and complementary branches respectively. For GDFT-FBs as in other modulated filter banks, a set of K bandpass filters H k (z) are generated from a lowpass prototype filter H(z) as
, E p (z) are the K polyphase components of the prototype filter, D is the decimation factor, n 0 is a possible phase shift which can be applied to the filter bank outputs (in general n 0 = 0), and k 0 determines the even or odd stacking of the filter bank sub-bands (k 0 = 0 for even stacked and k 0 = ½ for odd stacked). L DFT is the oversampling factor of the GDFT-FB which is defined as
When L DFT = 1 the GDFT-FB is called critically sampled, whereas when L DFT > 1 it is called oversampled.
In contrast to the masking filters of the FRM-FB, each GDFT-FB requires just one prototype filter and works at a lower sample rate resulting from its internal decimation operations. This hybrid of the FRM-FB and GDFT-FB is called the Hybrid GDFT-FB (H-GDFT). In the H-GDFT, as in the FRM-FB, the interpolated versions of the base filter and complementary filter each extract half of the wideband input signal channels: the even and odd channels respectively.
To ensure that base and complementary filter images have the same passband and transition band widths, the base filter is designed as a half-band filter with its transition band centred at π/2 rad, as shown in Figure 3a .
The interpolation factor of the base half-band filter, L, is determined by the number of sub-bands of the GDFT-FBs according to
where K is the number of sub-bands in the GDFT-FBs. Therefore, considering the desired final frequency response passband (ω p ) and stopband (ω s ) cut-off frequencies, the FRM base filter passband (θ) and stopband (φ) specifications are given by
The initial filtering performed by the base and complementary filters yields two multi-channel signals, w a (n) and w c (n) in Figure2 and Figure 3 , each of which contains a null for every second channel. This benefits the prototype filter design of the masking GDFT filter banks in two ways. First, each GDFT-FB can be critically sampled because of reduced aliasing from adjacent bands. Second, the transition band constraints of the GDFT-FB prototype filters can be relaxed (relative to a design without the base and complementary pre-filters) thereby reducing its order. Specifically, the GDFT-FB prototype filters can be designed with a less sharp transition band between π/K and 2π/K rad. respectively.
To ensure that both the base and complementary filter images are centred exactly at the same centre frequencies as the GDFT-FBs sub-bands, the input sample rate of the multi-channel signal needs to satisfy
where f CS represents the desired sub-band channel spacing.
Since half of the sub-bands are null (unused) in each GDFT-FB, further reductions in channelizer computation can be achieved. If only every I-th sub-band of a GDFT-FB is employed to receive information, a K-point DFT or FFT operation can be replaced by a (K/I)-point DFT or FFT [1] .
The only condition that has to be met is that K is an integer multiple of I as
Since only Q of the output sub-bands are needed, then only Q of the DFT input samples have to be computed. Figure 4 shows a GDFT-FB design where each s q (n) signal is created as a time aliased version of a number I of r k (n) signals [1] . The time aliased signal is obtained according to As a result only the sub-bands containing actual information channels are processed by the DFT (or FFT).
In the particular case of the H-GDFT, I = 2 since only every second sub-band is effectively used. Therefore, the K-point DFT operations in each GDFT-FB in Figure 2a can be replaced by a K/2-point (or Q-point) DFT. Consequently, the computation of the null sub-bands is saved leading to the more efficient implementation.
B. Filter design example
Using the GDFT-FB designs for TETRA V&D and TEDS channels from [3] , the theoretical prototype filter orders required for GDFT-FB and H-GDFT designs are compared in Table 2 . As in [3] , the prototype filters were designed as FIR optimum equiripple filters with orders estimated using Kaiser's equation for equiripple filters [22] .
Although the H-GDFT designs are composed of two filtering stages instead of one in the GDFT-FB, the base (N a ) and prototype filters (N) have a much larger transition band thereby reducing the number of coefficients by between 76.7% and 83.2%.
In addition, Table 2 shows the group delay expressed in number of output samples for both channelizer designs. This group delay is affected by the filter bank decimation factor, and consequently varies for critically sampled and oversampled configurations, as shown in the table. When translated into a time delay by multiplying the number of output samples by the output sample period, both of them become equal since the output sample period of the oversampled channelizer is half of the period of the critically sampled channelizer.
Although the H-GDFT requires a smaller number of coefficients, the large interpolation factors applied to the base filter in this design example leads to larger group delays than the GDFT-FB, and consequently longer transient responses. Generally the length of the transient response of an FIR filter is not relevant in the field of communications, however, the time delay associated with it will contribute to the overall latency in the signal path, and therefore should be considered for real-time or delay-sensitive services.
To examine frequency response differences between the GDFT-FB and H-GDFT channelizers both methods where used to design an oversampled (L DFT = 2) channelizer for eight TETRA V&D 25 kHz channels. The theoretical filter orders for the optimum equiripple designs were N = 253 for the GDFT-FB and N a =64 and N=42 for the H-GDFT.
Note that this is not a constraint and any desired digital filter design process could be used for the prototype filter, e.g. window method [20] . Due to aliasing effects [23] , the filter orders had to be increased to N=280 for GDFT-FB and N a =70 and N=52 for the H-GDFT in order to meet the filtering specifications in [3] . 
III. FRM GDFT-FB
An alternative approach to integrating FRM with the GDFT-FB is to directly apply FRM to the prototype filter implementation. Previous researchers have applied the FRM technique to the prototype filter design of cosine modulated filter banks for cases where real signals are processed [15] [16] [17] . However, FRM has not been applied in this way to complex valued signals and in particular it has not been applied to complex modulated filter banks. Therefore we next extend the approach taken in the combined FRM and cosine modulated filter bank design [17] to complex signals and the GDFT-FB.
Substituting (4) and (5) into (1), the prototype filter H(z) can be expressed as
Identifying the common components in (17), this can be rearranged as
In addition, the polyphase decomposition can be applied to the masking filters to yield
where E Ai (z) and E Bi (z) are the K polyphase components of A(z) and B(z) respectively.
The GDFT-FB modulated bandpass filters may be created from the lowpass prototype by application of the complex modulation in (9) 
Finally, each of the modulated bandpass filters is given by 00 11 22 01 00
The resulting FRM GDFT-FB structure is shown in Figure 6 . For the outputs with odd indexes (k =1,3,…, K-1) there is a phase difference of π rad between the two polyphase components E' Ai (z K ) and E' Bi (z K ) in (22) as in [17] . Therefore, a phase rotation must be applied to the w k (n) signals with odd indexes as shown in Figure 6 . For the odd stacked configuration, it is necessary to make k 0 = ½ and, at design time, to shift the frequency response of the base filter to be centred at π/2 rad.
Given the desired passband and stopband cut-off specifications for the prototype filter (ω p and ω s ), the base and masking filters are designed using the expressions in Table 1 . In addition, the value of the FRM interpolation factor is chosen according to Case 1:
(4 1) 2
Case 2:
where m is any integer equal to or greater than 1.
A. Narrowband FRM GDFT-FB
The FRM GDFT-FB structure in Figure 6 can be adapted for cases where a narrowband prototype filter is appropriate by only employing the FRM positive branch. For this case,
Therefore, the prototype filter and the polyphase decomposition of the positive masking filter are given by
Consequently, for the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB the modulated bandpass filters in (22) become 00 11 22 01 00
For the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB, as for the H-GDFT, there is just one possible value for the interpolation factor L given by (11) . Using L, the specifications for the base filter and the positive masking filter may be calculated using Table 1 . Comparing (28) with (22) , it should be clear that the filter bank must be implemented using the same basic structure (shown in Figure 6 ) in both the full FRM and narrowband FRM cases.
B. Alternative oversampled FRM GDFT-FB
In the FRM GDFT-FB structure of Figure 6 the base filter is placed before the modulated GDFT-FB structure. Consequently, it must operate at a much higher rate than the masking filter. In addition, when the number of channels, K, is large the base filter interpolation factor, which must comply with (24) , requires large zero padding and delay in the base filter polyphase components.
Based on the approach taken in [17] , an alternative FRM GDFT-FB structure can be realized. In the alternative structure shown in Figure 7a , the base filter is commuted to the lower sample rate output side of the filter bank using the noble identities. In addition to performing base filter operations at the lowest sample rate, the interpolation factor applied to the base filter is reduced by a factor equal to the decimation, thereby reducing the zero padding. The structure does, however, require an instance of the commuted base filter on each GDFT-FB output, but this has the benefit that these filters will be real for both even and odd-stacked configurations. This differs from the odd-stacked configuration of the structure in Figure 6 which requires a complex base filter.
For the alternative FRM GDFT-FB to work, the filter bank must be oversampled (L DFT > 1) and the oversampling factor L DFT must also be an even number. By applying (10) in (24) and restricting L DFT to an even number bigger than one, it can be seen that the base filter interpolation factor (2L/D) and the complementary delays (L/D) in Figure 7a are integers. This structure is not suitable for critically sampled (L DFT = 1) filter banks or filter banks with an odd oversampling factor because the base filter interpolation factor would not be an integer.
In the narrowband FRM case, the structure in Figure 7a can be simplified, leading to the more efficient structure shown in Figure 7b . In this variant, the polyphase decomposition of the base filter is avoided, so an interpolated version of the base filter can be used directly.
In addition, since the base filter is not divided into polyphase components, symmetry in its coefficients can be exploited to reduce the number of multiplications required.
C. Recursive and multi-stage FRM GDFT-FB
Further reductions in the number of coefficients per filter can be achieved by applying recursive and multi-stage techniques to any of the FRM GDFT-FBs already introduced in this work. The recursive structure consists of a second FRM structure applied to the base filter itself. The increased complexity of the design makes it tedious to implement for the full FRM GDFT-FB but it has been applied to the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB [15] .
The recursive narrowband FRM structure is realized by the addition of a second base filter, H' a (z L' ), cascaded with the base filter, H a (z L ), and complementary filters, H Ma (z), as shown in Figure 8a . The second base filter assists the masking filter by eliminating some of the unwanted images arising from interpolation of the first base filter as depicted in Figure   8b . To achieve this, the second base filter's interpolation factor, L', needs to be smaller than L. Following the two base filters, a masking filter with a wider transition band (and lower order) than in the normal FRM implementation is used to remove the remaining images of the base filter.
The passband and stopband cut-off frequencies of the (first) base filter are the same as for the normal narrowband FRM implementation given by As an alternative to recursive FRM, multi-stage filtering techniques can be used to reduce the order of the prototype filter in an FRM GDFT-FB. As in [3] , the prototype filter specification is relaxed by increasing its transition band to include parts of the adjacent channels. Thereafter, a second stage comprising half-band filters, H B (z), at the filter bank output eliminates the extra undesired signal, leaving just the desired frequency band. As in [3] , it is necessary that the uniform filter bank uses an oversampled configuration (specifically L DFT = 2) in order to be able to use half-band filters at the outputs. Since this multi-stage structure requires oversampling whether using the basic or the alternative narrowband FRM GDFT-FB ( Figure 6 and Figure 7b respectively), the multi-stage variant of the alternative narrowband FRM GDFT-FB (M-FRM GDFT) represents the most efficient design in which to apply it.
In FRM designs, passband and stopband ripples from the base filter and masking filter frequency responses both contribute to the final composite frequency response. Because of this the passband and stopband specifications for the base and masking filters must be more stringent than the final filter. According to [20] , a useful guideline is to make the base filter passband and stopband ripple and the masking filter passband ripple specifications 20% more stringent than the composite frequency response requires; a masking filter stopband ripple that is 50% more stringent is also recommended. Both frequency responses are shown in Figure 9 . Both designs have similar frequency response in the passband and transition band, but the M-FRM GDFT provides more attenuation in the stopband due to the half-band filter after the filter bank outputs. For both cases the passband peak-to-peak ripple is within the limits. Similar to the H-GDFT in Figure 5 , the filter passband magnitude response is not equiripple due to the contribution of several filters to the final frequency response.
D. FRM GDFT-FB design examples and computational comparison
The comparison of the different proposed FRM GDFT-FB designs is based on four factors: filter frequency response, filter orders, group delay, and computational load. In terms of frequency response, the filter bank specifications given in Table 2 for the TETRA V&D and TEDS uniform filter banks are adapted for the FRM GDFT-FB, R-FRM GDFT and M-FRM GDFT channelizers according to the more stringent requirements for FRM designs [20] .
Secondly, the filter orders and group delay of each design are compared in Table 3 . In it, the order of all filter theoretical orders are calculated following the overdesign considerations expressed in [22] . Group delay calculations masured in number of output samples are also tabulated.
For the full FRM GDFT-FB design, only the calculation of the base (N a ) and masking filters (N Ma , N Mc ) orders is required since both masking filters have the same order, N Ma . To calculate the filter orders, first, a particular positive integer value is given to the variable m.
This value is used in (24) to obtain the FRM interpolation factor L for either the design case 1 or case 2. Finally, for the chosen design case and the values of m and L, the base and masking filter specifications are given by the expressions in Table 1 . In general, according to [24] , it has been demonstrated that the variations in the filter specifications and filter orders produced by an increase in the value of m (which implies an increase in L) produces an increase in the computational load of the FRM GDFT-FB channelizer. In addition, for a given value of m, design case 2 leads to smaller computational load than case 1. Therefore, in Table 3 m = 1 and case 2 designs are used for the three types of channel.
For the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB there is one single possible value of the interpolation value, L, given by (11) . In this design just one base filter, H a (z), and one masking filter, H Ma (z), are required. Comparing the filter orders for both full FRM GDFT-FB and narrowband FRM GDFT-FB, it can be observed that in general the base filter order (N a ) is larger in the second design. This is a direct consequence of the smaller interpolation factor L employed in the narrowband case, which leads to a base filter specification with a smaller transition band. On the other hand, the masking filter order (N Ma ) is generally smaller in the narrowband design since its transition band specification is more relaxed in this case.
The R-FRM GDFT is characterized by the use of one base filter, H a (z), one recursive base filter, H' a (z), and one masking filter, H Ma (z). Each of the base filters has its own interpolation factor, L and L' respectively. In this design, the base filter order (N a ) and
interpolation factor remain the same as in the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB case since the function of the recursive filter is just to aid the masking filter.
Finally, the M-FRM GDFT does not incorporate a recursive base filter but instead includes a half-band filter, H B (z), on every output sub-band of the filter bank. The half-band filters allow relaxation of the base filter specifications leading to smaller orders than the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB design. However, the more relaxed interpolated version of the base filter adversely affects the filtering requirements for the masking filter and increases its order in comparison with the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB case. Table 3 shows that all the FRM methods benefit from significantly shorter individual filters and fewer coefficients in total than the classic GDFT-FB. The smallest saving was achieved by the full FRM GDFT-FB with up to 50% fewer coefficients, while the R-FRM GDFT provided the largest saving with up to 95% fewer coefficients.
Examining group delay, Table 3 shows that all FRM GDFT-FB channelizers suffer larger group delays than the classic GDFT-FB design for both critically sampled and oversampled configurations. Again, it can be observed how the group delay is proportional to the oversampling factor (L DFT ) used in the channelizer. Among the different designs, the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB and R-FRM GDFT provided the smallest group delays.
Despite the significantly reduced filter orders required by the filter bank designs employing the FRM technique, a reduction in their computational load with respect to the classic GDFT-FB cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, a computational analysis comparison of the FRM filter bank designs with the classic GDFT-FB for different use case scenarios is necessary. For this evaluation the TETRA V&D, TEDS 50 kHz and TEDS 100 kHz standards were used. For each filter bank, an odd-stacked uniform channelizer was designed using the filter bank specifications of Table 2 and the filter orders calculated in Table 3 . The comparison baseline is the number of real multiplications required per complex input sample. The input of the channelizer is considered to be a wideband complex baseband signal containing all channels. The computational loads for each channelizer are extracted from [8] . In general, the size of the DFT in the GDFT-FB is chosen equal to a power-of-two to permit use of the radix-2 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The radix-2 FFT algorithm is considered since it is very commonly implemented in DSP devices such as FPGAs [25] . Nevertheless, all the FRM GDFT-FB designs are independent of the FFT algorithm employed and more efficient algorithms may be employed, such as the Good-Thomas or prime factor algorithm [25] , which reduce the computation and do not require a power-of-two DFT size. Figure 10 presents the computational load differences between the various uniform channelizer designs. In particular, Figure 10a shows the channelizer options for the critically sampled case. For the FRM methods only the design in Figure 6 is applicable in this situation (for both full and narrowband FRM). Among the critically sampled channelizers, it is apparent that the narrowband FRM GDFT-DB requires most operations per input sample while the full FRM GDFT-FB requires just slightly more than the classic GDFT-FB. The reason for this is the higher order base filter in the narrowband case relative to the full FRM case. This is despite the narrowband FRM GDFT-FB having fewer overall coefficients than the full FRM equivalent (as seen in Table 3 ). For the structure in Figure 6 the base filter performs at the highest sample rate in comparison with the rest of the filters forming the filter bank. Therefore, small increments in the base filter order represent considerable increments in the computational load.
Finally, Figure 10b shows that when oversampled channelizer configurations are used all the combined FRM and GDFT-FB designs require fewer operations per input sample than the GDFT-FB. In particular, the efficient oversampled narrowband FRM GDFT-FB structure (Figure 7b ) requires approximately half the multiplications of the other designs.
Moreover, unlike the other oversampled designs, the oversampled narrowband FRM GDFT-FB requires fewer multiplications than any of the critically sampled designs.
IV. COMBINED FRM AND GDFT-FB DESIGNS APPLIED TO NON-UNIFORM

CHANNELIZATION AND DSA
To evaluate non-uniform channelization based on the combined FRM and GDFT-FB designs compared to the GDFT-FB, we consider a DSA use case comprising a mix of TETRA V&D and TEDS channels covering a 5 MHz frequency band as in [8] . The (baseband) multi-channel DSA configuration is always odd-stacked (no channel centred at DC). Three different channel allocation configurations are considered: Non-uniform channelizers based on the combined FRM and GDFT-FB designs were realized using the same parallel and recombined structures applied to the GDFT-FB (see Figure 11a and Figure 11b ) but substituting the appropriate uniform filter bank for the GDFT-FB. The design parameters in Table 1 and filter orders in Table 2 and Table 3 were The Parallel R-FRM GDFT is the only exception where no computational reduction is achieved with respect to the classic GDFT-FB implementation. However, this particular filter bank provides the lowest filter orders among all designs, as can be seen in the coefficient calculation in Table 3 . Depending on the application, low filter orders can be as important as low computational load. For example, in fixed-point implementations the lower the filter order the less sensitive the frequency response of the filter will be to coefficient quantization errors [26] .
In conclusion, the Recombined R-FRM GDFT provides the best overall performance considering both the number of coefficients and computational load. Even though some other designs require fewer operations, the R-FRM GDFT benefits from low filter orders for all the filters composing the channelizer, unlike the other designs which yield a mixture of low order and high order filters. In addition, the R-FRM GDFT employs half-band filters (like all the other FRM GDFT-FB designs) which achieve the required magnitude complementary property required for sub-band recombination automatically.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel combination of the FRM structure and GDFT-FBs was presented for efficient uniform and non-uniform channelization methods. In particular, two principal approaches were evaluated: cascading the FRM structure with a GDFT-FB and using FRM more directly to implement the GDFT-FB prototype filter more efficiently. Both approaches were analysed for different channel stacking configurations, oversampling factors, and type of FRM (full or narrowband). All of the combined FRM and GDFT-FB structures showed a reduction in the number of coefficients (up to 95%) compared to the basic GDFT-FB implementation. In addition, considering their computational load, all uniform and non-uniform channelizer designs (with the exception of the uniform FRM π DC ω |H 10 (e jω )| -π π/K 2π/K -π/K -2π/K 3π/K 4π/K -4π/K -3π/K π DC ω -π π/K 2π/K -π/K -2π/K 3π/K 4π/K -4π/K -3π/K |H 21 (e jω )| π DC ω |H a (e jωL )| -π π/K 2π/K -π/K -2π/K 3π/K 4π/K -4π/K -3π/K π DC ω -π π/K 2π/K -π/K -2π/K 3π/K 4π/K -4π/K -3π/K |H c (e jωL )| b) -(K-1)π/K (K-1)π/K (K-1)π/K (K-1)π/K -(K-1)π/K -(K-1)π/K (K-1)π/K -(K-1)π/K π -π/2 0 
